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The content of this post is relevant to institutional investors interested in trading

ETFs in significant size. Individual investors do not always have access to liquidity

providers to trade ETFs as referenced below. I wanted to spend some time talking about

exchange-traded fund (ETF) spreads, because they are often a topic of concern for

investors. A spread is merely the difference between where a market maker will buy and

sell an ETF. As a former ETF trader, market maker and arbitrageur, I can tell you that

there is a mathematical reason for an ETF spread, and each trader out there is taking

into consideration costs they have to incur in order to facilitate liquidity. First,

let’s clarify that when a market maker facilitates liquidity, they look to hedge that

resulting position and then flatten their position either by unwinding in the secondary

market (ETF on-screen liquidity) or by using the primary market (creation/redemption

with the ETF issuer). So if a market maker buys an ETF, they are now long the ETF and

have to sell something to hedge that position. If they sell the underlying basket of

securities, their choices to unwind that position are to buy back that basket in

increments as they sell the ETF in the secondary market, or to redeem the ETF to the

issuer (send the ETF to the fund and receive the basket of stocks in return). Each ETF

has a maximum cost structure that a trader will have to pay to hedge their position and

subsequently flatten it, and that cost structure will dictate where the spread of an ETF

with low volume will start out. As volume and interest in an ETF increase, the spread of

that ETF will decrease. This is because the more secondary volume there is, the higher

the probability that the market maker can liquidate their position without incurring

some of those costs. Below is a list of costs that would be included in a simple spread.

The term “simple” is used because this example assumes that the underlying basket of

securities is trading at the same time as the ETF and the market maker is able to

perfectly hedge their ETF positions with it. • Underlying Securities Bid/Ask SpreadUnderlying Securities Bid/Ask Spread

is the actual bid/ask spread of the stocks in the underlying basket that traders pay

when trading this as a perfect hedge. • Create/Redeem FeesCreate/Redeem Fees are flat administrative

costs that are incurred when using the creation/redemption facility (cost exclusive to

primary market). The term “flat” means that this fee is the same irrespective of the

number of units the authorized participant is creating/redeeming. Keep in mind that

spreads of ETFs on-screen posted by market makers are for smaller sizes—usually 1,000

shares or fewer—and thus all calculations are done based on one unit. • Brokerage FeesBrokerage Fees

are costs associated with trading in the underlying securities. If a trader has to buy

the 500 names in the S&P Index, there are commission costs that have to be paid to their

market access point or electronic platform. In the U.S., these fees can be minimal, but

they increase as the asset class becomes more esoteric or harder to access. • Taxes inTaxes in

the Underlying Basketthe Underlying Basket are imposed transaction taxes on certain securities in certain

countries. They do not exist in the U.S., but in the U.K. , for example, regulators have

imposed a .50% buy-side stamp tax for equity purchases. That means that when buying a UK

equity, the buyer has to pay an additional .50% on top of the purchase price. That cost

will be included in a maximum-cost scenario and thus the spread of any ETF that holds UK

equities. • Market Maker “Profit and Loss", or P&LMarket Maker “Profit and Loss", or P&L is a built-in commission if there

is no agreement to explicitly charge for the service of providing liquidity. Below is a
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visual of what the building blocks of a spread look like. All the costs a market maker

would incur in selling an ETF are above “Ask Price,” and the costs associated with

buying an ETF are above “Bid Price”; both are added to the underlying bid/ask spread.

The sum of all those costs is the bid/ask spread of the ETF.   

   Again, this is a

simple spread, and other costs will be considered in different scenarios. For example,

if the underlying securities (the perfect hedge) are not open or accessible to the

trader, they will then have to hedge with something else and thus incur risk from the

imperfect/proxy hedge. That element of risk will be built into the spread, making it

wider. Another cost that might be considered by a market maker when creating a spread is

how long the position will be kept in inventory. If there isn’t a way to immediately

liquidate it, balance sheet costs would then be included, because there is a cost to

tying up cash of the firm. It’s important to understand that a spread including the

maximum cost scenario is for smaller on-screen quoted sizes. If a larger size is quoted,

costs such as creation/redemption fees and balance sheet costs become a smaller part of

the spread, and it is thus possible to get tighter markets for larger-size trades. An

ETF spread is a function of cost. The spreads in the marketplace are not arbitrary but a

formulaic combination of maximum costs and market maker assessments of the probability

of incurring those costs, which are constantly changing. As assets under management and

volume increase, that probability decreases, and so does, usually, the width of the

spread.

Important Risks Related to this ArticleImportant Risks Related to this Article

All information is provided strictly for educational and illustrative purposes only. No

representation is being made that any investment will achieve performance similar to

those shown. The information provided is not intended for trading purposes and should

not be considered investment advice. Neither WisdomTree Investments, Inc., nor its

affiliates, nor ALPS Distributors, Inc., or its affiliates provide tax advice. All

references to tax matters or information provided on this site are for illustrative

purposes only and should not be considered tax advice and cannot be used for the purpose

of avoiding tax penalties. Investors seeking tax advice should consult an independent

tax advisor.

For standardized performance and the most recent month-end performance click here NOTE,

this material is intended for electronic use only. Individuals who intend to print and

physically deliver to an investor must print the monthly performance report to accompany

this blog.

For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook

View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATIONIMPORTANT INFORMATION

U.S. investors only: Click U.S. investors only: Click herehere to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which

contains investment objectives, risks, charges, expenses, and other information;contains investment objectives, risks, charges, expenses, and other information;

read and consider carefully before investing.read and consider carefully before investing.

There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign

investing involves currency, political and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single

country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller companies may

experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, fixed

income and alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for

discussion of risks.

 

Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the

opinions of the author, which are subject to change, and should not to be considered or

interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading strategy, or

deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on

as such. There is no guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market

conditions. This material represents an assessment of the market environment at a

specific time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of

future results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice

regarding any security in particular. The user of this information assumes the entire

risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree nor its

affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal

advice. Investors seeking tax or legal advice should consult their tax or legal advisor.

Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or findings expressed

herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.

 

The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or

re-disseminated in any form and may not be used as a basis for or component of any

financial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI information is intended

to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any

kind of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and

analysis should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance

analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on an “as is” basis

and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this

information. MSCI, each of its affiliates and each entity involved in compiling,

computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI Parties”) expressly

disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI

Party have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive,

consequential (including loss profits) or any other damages (www.msci.com)

 

Jonathan Steinberg, Jeremy Schwartz, Rick Harper, Christopher Gannatti, Bradley Krom,

Tripp Zimmerman, Michael Barrer, Anita Rausch, Kevin Flanagan, Brendan Loftus, Joseph

Tenaglia, Jeff Weniger, Matt Wagner, Alejandro Saltiel, Ryan Krystopowicz, Jianing Wu,

and Brian Manby are registered representatives of Foreside Fund Services, LLC.

 WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.

You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONSDEFINITIONS

ETF SpreadETF Spread  : The ETF spread is the difference between the highest price a buyer is

willing to pay and the lower price a selling is selling to sell.

Market makerMarket maker  : Someone who quotes a buy and a sell price in a financial instrument.

ArbitrageurArbitrageur  : A person who attempts to profit from price inefficiencies in the market

by making simultaneous trades that offset each other and seek to capture a risk free

profit.

LiquidityLiquidity  : The degree to which an asset or security can be bought or sold in the

market without affecting the asset’s price. Liquidity is characterized by a high level

of trading activity. Assets that can be easily bought or sold are known as liquid asset.

HedgeHedge  : Making an investment to reduce the risk of adverse price movements in an asset.

Normally, a hedge consists of taking an offsetting position in a related security, such

as a futures contract.

FlattenFlatten  : to effect a zero positio.

Secondary marketSecondary market  : A market where investors purchase or sell securities or assets from

or to other investors, rather than from issuing companies themselves—exchanges such as

the New York Stock Exchange and the NASDAQ—are secondary markets.

Primary MarketPrimary Market  : The primary market is the market where shares of an ETF are created or

redeeme.

Creation and Redemption ProcessCreation and Redemption Process  : The process whereby an ETF issuer takes in and

disburses baskets of assets in exchange for the issuance or removal of new ETF shares.

ETF IssuerETF Issuer  : A firm that has the ability to issue Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) and

bring ETFs to market.

Long (or Long Position)Long (or Long Position)  : The buying of a security such as a stock, commodity or

currency, with the expectation that the asset will rise in value, the opposite of Short

(or Short Position).

S&P 500 IndexS&P 500 Index  : Market capitalization-weighted benchmark of 500 stocks selected by the

Standard and Poor’s Index Committee designed to represent the performance of the leading

industries in the United States economy.

Ask PriceAsk Price  : The price that someone will sell an ETF.

Bid PriceBid Price  : The price that a someone will buy an ET.

Balance sheetBalance sheet  : refers to the cash and cash equivalents part of the Current Assets on a

firms balance sheet and cash available for purchasing new position.
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